INTRODUCTION

In the present work, we report the performance of a graphite paste electrode (GPE) modified by a rice husk (RH), which is to be a good adsorbent for analyte, for detecting of urea in laboratory samples using amperometric technique with addition of polyaniline a good conducting polymer supporting to graphite paste. This rice husk modified electrode compare with simple graphite polyaniline based electrode by measuring amperometric response caused by the immobilized urease reaction system. The electrochemical cell was assembled in a conventional one compartment thr ee elect rode system design, the working electrode was modified paste electrode consist of composition of 70:22:5:3 (graphite: mineral oil: polyaniline: rice husk) this paste allowed to homogenize for few hours [1]. The paste was then filled in a Teflon tip. A platinum wire was dissected inside the paste, to provide an electrical contact. Smooth and fresh electrode surfaces were obtained by pressing out 0.5 mm of paste from the syringe, scraping off the excess and polishing it by butter paper until the surface has a shiny look and polyaniline composite in which the urease immobilized; the Ag/AgCl used as the reference electrode; and a graphite use as the counter electrode. The superior performance rice husk modified graphite paste electrode (PANI/Gr/RH) is demonstrated by the speciation and detection of urea forms in pharmaceutical formulations, urine sample, sea water samples [2]. The proposed potentiometric method has been validated by using inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES). To the best of our knowledge, this is the second instance wherein rice husk has been employed as a modifier for sensing method [3-6]. The role of PANI is that to provide conductivity. Urea is an imperative analyte utilized as a part of blood and urine examination. Up to this point, numerous sorts of poten-tiometric urea sensors utilizing urease have been created [7-11]. The discovery standards of potentiometric urea sensors depend on the adjustments in pH and the convergence of smelling salts or carbon dioxide delivered amid urease responses. In this way, these sensors use the pH-delicate glass or field-impact transistor anodes and gas detecting cathodes outfitted with smelling salts or carbon dioxide penetrable layer as the location gadgets. These sensors are affected by the impedance because of alkali and pH changes. Then again, moderately few ampero-metric urea sensors in view of recognition of alkali have been accounted for [12-15]. Numerous amperometric biosensors of urea in view of immobilization of urease in directing polymers have likewise been created [16-23]. These sensors are meddled by alkali. Another sort of amperometric urea sensor depends on the pH-subordinate anode oxidation of hydrazine [24,25]. Smelling salts creation changes pH and a large portion of traditional amperc metric urea sensors experience the ill effects of the obstruction of alkali.
It is notable that urea is changed over to smelling salts and carbon dioxide through carbamic corrosive. The recognition rule of the amperometric urea identification in light of the urease catalyzed hydrolysis of urea. Carbamic corrosive and smelling salts are the underlying enzymatic response results of urea and carbamic corrosive is additionally hydrolyzed to alkali and carbon dioxide. The last items (alkali and carbon dioxide) are electroinactive; subsequently, if an oxidation current is seen amid the enzymatic response, the middle item should be electrolyzed. In our past review [24,26], one of the last anode response results of urea amid electrolysis has as of now been affirmed to nitrogen. Further, it can be accepted that carbamic corrosive experiences three electrons oxidation to frame nitrogen and carbon dioxide.

**EXPERIMENTAL**

Urea (99 %), urease was purchased from Sigma Aldrich, Graphite fine powder extra pure (particle size 240 × 10⁻⁶ m) obtained from Loba chemie Pvt. Ltd. India, Paraffin liquid heavy or mineral oil (viscosity at 37 °C is 64 cS) purchased from High purity lab, Mumbai, India. UV-visible spectra were recorded in air at room temperature in the wavelength range of 200-800 nm using a Jena specord 210 spectrophotometer. FT-IR spectra were recorded on a Ocean optics HPX-2000 (Fiber coupled) spectrometer in the range of 4000-500 cm⁻¹. FE-SEM carried by JEOL JSM-7500F. Amperometric response characteristics were studied with a 4½ Digit True RMS Multimeter (MODEL 1085).

**Method of treating rice husk:** Rice husk was dried under sun and impurities were separated manually. It was boiled with distilled water for 2 h to make it free from coloured compounds. It was then filtered. The residual material so obtained was dried at 80 °C in hot air oven for 24 h. RH thus treated was ground till fine particles in the range of 1-10 μm are obtained. The material was stored in an airtight glass vial for further use. This powdered rice husk was employed as a modifier in the graphite paste electrode [1]. It is to be noted here that the composition of rice husk varies from one vegetable species to another or even depending on the time at which harvest process is carried out. It is expected that its adsorptive behaviour for urea would not change drastically.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**SEM study:** As shown in Fig. 1(a-b) the sensor electrode made with and without rice husk distinctly shows difference in surface morphology. Fig. 1(a) (PANI/Gr) without rice husk porous globular structure is observed. In contrast, in presence of rice husk Fig. 1(b) (PANI/Gr/RH) with crystalline particles sharp edges of rice husk are clearly observed. Hence, it is expected that rice husk will contribute to the adsorption of enzymes and polyaniline will form a complex with it. This synergistic effect will lead to a better performance of PANI/Gr/RH as compared to PANI/Gr.

**UV-visible study:** Fig. 2(a-b) shown the optical absorption spectrum of synthesized PANI/Gr/RH (a) and PANI/Gr (b) electrode. The spectrum recorded in directly without any solution on it. All spectra were recorded in the wavelength range of 300-800 nm. The shoulder is appearing at 491 nm corresponds to the formation of ES (Emeraldine salt) phase irrespective of their organic supporting electrolyte. It shows very good resemblance with earlier reported work [7,8]. Fig. 2(b) shown peak is just shifted at 499 nm.

**XRD study:** XRD pattern of (PANI/Gr/RH) shows in Fig. 3. It is clearly indicates that the intensity of observed peaks are better developed on the composites prepared using di and tri basic acid solutions compared with the monobasic acid. The profile of the characteristic peak of PANI at ≈ 25°. Thus the fraction of crystalline phase found to be increased as increasing the voltages. XRD of (PANI/Gr/RH) exhibited the characteristic cubic (FCC) diffraction peaks at 22°. The XRD pattern of purified (PANI/Gr) with rice husk is shifted at 23°.

**Current response:** Fig. 4(a-b) shows the current response for various concentration of urea. Fig. 4(a) shows amperometric response for PANI/Gr/RH and Fig. 4(b) shows response for PANI/Gr. When the potential of the enzyme electrode was set at 0.7 V is as shown in Fig. 4. It was found that the response current of the enzyme electrode easily reaches to steady state.
The relationship between response current and urea concentration in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7 is shown. It was found that, current increases with increasing urea concentration in the range of \(0.1 \times 10^{-9}\) to \(1.1 \times 10^{-8}\) M. Amperometric response of PANI/Gr/RH (a) is larger than PANI/Gr (b) electrode In the present case, assuming that the enzyme is uniformly distributed throughout the electrode, the reaction takes place predominantly on the surface of the electrode in the lower concentration. Platinum wire help in oxidation process therefore no secondary enzymes required for oxidation, when urea is oxides ammonia is formed and it does not take part in reaction. However, the reaction on the surface of the electrode and the diffusion occurring simultaneously at higher concentrations delays the response time. With increasing concentrations of urea, the response current also increased and finally reached to steady state value. Fig. 5(a-b) shows the steady-state potential dependence calibration curve for the each individual urea concentration [Fig. 5(a)]. The response of PANI/Gr/RH to urea was found to be wide linear range of \(2 \times 10^{-9}\) to \(8 \times 10^{-9}\) M and for Fig. 5(b) PANI/Gr it become very short \(3 \times 10^{-9}\) to \(6 \times 10^{-9}\) M. This linearity range is in well conformity with that obtained in the amperometric response of sensor is proper in proportion to urea concentration.

Storage stability: Long term stability is one of the most important features required for the satisfactory application of a biosensor as shown in Fig. 6 In order to evaluate the storage stability, the both sensor was tested for 40 days of storage in 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7 at 20 °C. There is a slight decrease in sensitivity of the sensor (PANI/Gr/RH) of about 10 % from the initial value, revealing a very good preservation of the bioactivity than sensor without rice husk (PANI/Gr) [27]. Fine structure if rice husk provide the mechanical strength to sensor.

Conclusion

A PANI/Gr/RH electrode has been developed and successfully employed for the urea determination laboratory sample. A detection limit of \(0.1 \times 10^{-9}\) M for urea was achieved with the use of the PANI/Gr/RH. This method gives benefits such
advantages as high sensitivity, low detection limit, easy handling, resistance against surface fouling and low cost. Consequently, this method is recommended for the analyses of phosphate, antimony, glucose, creatinine in clinical as well as quality control laboratories.
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